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FOR MORE QUALITY IN SERVICE

Citizen mobile printers now also
support iPad and iPhone

On the monitor, ready, go: go interactive with
the Motorola CC5000

TRIPLE WHITE
P2000 + K-1 + T-3

www.jarltech.com

devoted an entire large-scale campaign to
the subject. And if you would like to test the
early morning consultation quality, simply
call your sales representative an hour earlier than normal – within business hours, of
course.
The rapid elimination of the favorites, especially the European teams, also shows me
a business consequence: we will not enter
the South American market anytime soon.
You can be good in Europe, but in the tropical climate the Europeans simply run out of
steam faster. We are therefore concentrating
on our European home game and are doing
what you and thousands of other customers
expect from us: we provide constant top performance for you – with our numerous services, high delivery speed, the Bonus Shop
and much more. Even here, that also makes
us sweat from time to time.

Ulrich Spranger, CEO Jarltech Europe GmbH

Dear Jarltech Partner,
This time around, the World Cup in Brazil is
particularly worker-friendly – for most workers the games take place after work hours.
The disadvantage for me as an employer:
the next morning you can see the remains
of the late kick-off on some colleagues: their
eyes are very small from the short night. As
an avid football fan I have understanding
for this, of course. Our sales team still gives
good advice even with their eyes closed.
One of our major vendors has even specially

However, mostly teams which play offen
sively, with a lot of passion, and consistently
as a team have success at the World Cup.
Maybe Jarltech would still have a chance in
South America after all.

With kind regards,

Ulrich Spranger
ulrich.spranger@jarltech.com
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Join the Conversation!
Stay in touch with us and visit us today on Facebook and Twitter.
Learn about insights in our company, latest product news
and much more as a FAN on Facebook or FOLLOW US on Twitter!
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Now faster,
more versatile,
even better!
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Getac Powers up: X500-G2
fully rugged notebook
The Getac X500-G2 is available as a standard
rugged notebook or rugged mobile server
and builds on the popularity of the original
X500. The X500-G2 Rugged Mobile Server
offers users the ability to deploy a mobile
rugged server to the field giving instant server
capability at the start of operations.
The updated solution is available with the
latest Intel Core i5 and i7 vPro processors,
which provide a 55 per cent increase in performance over the original X500 and a 136
per cent increase on the X500 Rugged Mobile
Server.
With up to 16GB of RAM (or 32GB for the
X500-G2 Rugged Mobile Server) and 500GB
storage, multiple applications can be run
simultaneously without compromising on performance. With the X500-G2 Rugged Mobile
Server expansion chassis, RAID expansion is
possible, holding up to five shock-protected
disk drives, offering up to
five terabytes of storage.
Secure encryption solutions are available from
Becrypt and Viasat.
The GETAC X500-G2 will
be available soon!
www.getac.com

sions. It delivers constant top performance in
every location – with up to 8 hours on one battery charge. Be on the safe side and order the
SnapBack replacement battery with
it! For more information
about the demo rebate,
contact your Jarltech
sales representative.

ted OCR reader quickly and reliably captures
machine-readable driver's license documents,
ID cards or visa.
The PKT 4000 is optionally available with an
integrated RFID reader for the simple reading
of ePassports and a 3-track magnetic card
reader usable in both directions. The PKT 4000
can be ordered at Jarltech starting in July/
August 2014.
www.prehkeytec.com

* Offer valid until 30 September 2014 for article number TA82CZCHX0000N00004, once per customer;
rebate off the list price.

www.getac.com

Long-term price advantages
on Epson printers
PKT 4000: Space-saving
all-in-one document scanner
PrehKeyTec presents a new compact scanner for ID cards and
identification
documents.
The PKT 4000 was developed as an all-rounder, especially for companies which perform identity checks with the aid of
ID cards and/or passport documents. As
a practical all-in-one solution, the PKT 4000
reduces the number of devices needed at the
counter to a minimum; thanks to its compact
housing it also only requires little space. The
USB interface simplifies connection to a computer, and additional USB ports on the scanner
allow for the integration of additional devices.

Epson simplifies the sale of the TM-T20II thermal receipt printer, because the printer price
is now reduced long-term. This applies to
both your purchase price as well as the list
price. For your customers this compact POS
printer is now even more interesting, thanks
to its new price tag.
Promote the intelligent Epson POS printers
with an integrated PC now with your customers. With the current price reduction you
and your customers save up to 20%. This
decisively improves the competitiveness
of the intelligent printers for you. Choose
from the following models for the saving:
TM-T88V-i, TM-T70-i, TM-T88V-DT and TMT70II-DT. Many variants are available directly
from stock at Jarltech.

Robust T800 tablet PC with a 40% rebate*
Receive the fully robust T800 tablet from
Getac now with a 40% demo rebate. This
lightweight, ultra-slim Windows device was
specifically conceptualized for mobile usage
by providers in field service and logistics, as
well as in public safety. It offers the performance of a high-end consumer tablet without
compromising on robustness.
Equipped with a Quad Core processor, touch
display and current communications technology, the T800 is perfect for demanding mis-

This scanner offers wide-ranging scanning
and reading functions. Thanks to its motion
sensor it automatically activates once a document is placed on its glass surface. The standard version of the PKT 4000 features an integrated imager for capturing digital images, as
well as 1D and 2D barcodes, including those
which are often found on ID documents and
boarding passes. At the same time it speeds
up the ID process at companies, banks, car
rental agencies or in mobile communication
shops, as well as in the clearance of passengers during check-in and boarding. Its integra-

www.jarltech.com

Make your customers an attractive offer now.
Learn about the reduced prices today from
your sales representative – simply call!
epson.jarltech.com

SCAN WITH EVEN
MORE POWER

Datalogic PM9500:
How Datalogic combines scanning performance with flexibility
The PM9500 completes Datalogic's newest generation of the powerful
PowerScan Series. Thanks to the new narrow band wireless technology
Star 2.0 you offer your customers in the industry and logistics a larger
range of up to 150 m with an unobstructed view, as well as 25 times faster
radio transmission than before. The robust housing guarantees reliable
usage, even under demanding conditions.
In addition to the standard version, the PowerScan PM9500 is also available as a high-performance variant. This model features a liquid lens which
automatically focuses on the barcode, and which is even more flexible
when it comes to scanning distance and barcode resolution. The DPM
variant is specialised on barcodes which are not printed, but rather are
directly applied to various materials.
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Of course the PM9500 puts its best foot forward with Datalogic's popular
and proven operational aids: intuitive scanning with projected target markers, visible and audible good scan confirmation, comfortable lighting,
high ergonomics and optional display and keys. Add to this a new cradle,
which simultaneously charges both the scanner and a spare battery, so
that work may be continued in barely 3 seconds.

www.jarltech.com

Learn more about the
Datalogic PM9500 – directly from
your sales representative!

ZEBRA
ZT400 SERIES
Durability meets application flexibility
Your operations are critical. Trust Zebra’s ZT400 Series printers—constructed with an all-metal frame and bi-fold door—to deliver reliable performance in the toughest environments now and in the future.
ZT400 Series printers give you advancements in print speed and registration, along with additional features including:
} RFID capabilities for enhanced tracking, visibility and insights
}	Zebra’s Link-OS environment to easily integrate, manage and
maintain these printers from any location

ZT400 Series printers are available in two models:
}	The 4" ZT410 has print speeds up to 356mm/s (14 ips)
and offers high-resolution (600 dpi) printing
}	The 6" ZT420 boasts print speeds up to 305 mm/s (12 ips)
Ideal for Manufacturing, Transportation & Logistics, Retail and Healthcare
environments, they support an exceptional range of media options so you
can print labels for almost any application.

} Quad connectivity: USB, Serial, Ethernet and Bluetooth

Learn more about your advantages
from your sales representative!

www.jarltech.com

INTERACTIVE CUSTOMER SERVICE WITH THE

MOTOROLA CC5000
Helpful, quick and reliable service ...
electronically!
With the Motorola CC5000 kiosk system you offer your customers in
retail, hospitality and public amenities an electronic service employee
with multi-faceted areas of usage. It does not matter if your customers
use this Customer Concierge as a digital guidance system, information
point, for price checks or video sales assistance: the CC5000 makes a
good impression. It is also ideally suited as a video conferencing monitor
in office environments.
Thanks to its integrated HD touch screen and Android 4.1 operating system, it is just as intuitive and simple to use as a tablet. It is available in
three sizes (15'', 21'' and 27'' / 38.1 cm, 53.3 cm and 69.9 cm), for operation in the most varying environments. Integrated into the CC5000 is an
8 megapixel camera, a barcode imager for capturing 1D and 2D barcodes,
as well as a PC system with 1.5 GHz processor, 1 GB RAM, up to 64 GB
Flash and optional 512 GB SSD memory expansion. A Software Development Kit (SDK) and additional accessories further expand its applicability.
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VALUE ADDED DISTRIBUTOR
Advanced Data Capture
Mobile Computing
Wireless Local Area Networks

As an interactive helper, the CC5000 not only contributes to customer
satisfaction, but your customers additionally save costs, since their personnel are able to concentrate on other tasks. With its analysis function your customers quickly and simply evaluate user behaviour on the
CC5000, and use this data to collect customer and user interests. This
allows for more efficient and profit-winning usage of available resources.
Learn more about the product, prices and delivery dates from your
sales representative – simply call.

Customer
Service

www.jarltech.com

INTERMEC
MOBILE COMPUTERS

EVEN RETRIEVE FULL POWER ON-THE-GO

This is how modern mobile
data capture looks:
Intermec by Honeywell, known for its comprehensive product
range, has them all: mobile computers for every application.
Independent of what areas of usage the devices are intended
for, all of them will impress with their slim, robust design, the
802.11x connection, Cisco compatibility and Bluetooth.
Intermec mobile computers in two classes – all of
them first class!

	For low and
moderately
high demands:
	High data capture
speed in warehousing
and retail

CK3X

CN51

 For high demands:
	Ultra-robust mobile computer
for demanding warehouse
and production environments

CK70

CK71

Convince yourself – with a call to your sales
representative today!

www.jarltech.com

Two OS options.
Large, brilliant, multi-touch display.
Thousands of ways to get more done.
The new CN51:
Versatility speaks for itself.

NEW

Collect data faster. Expand your capabilities. Surpass customer expectations. All
this and more with the CN51. Future-proof your enterprise with the unique ability
to migrate from Windows to the Android operating system - all without having to
purchase new or additional hardware.

Android is a registered trademark of Google, Inc. Windows Mobile is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

MOBILE PRINTING
JUST GOT EASIER
Citizen CMP-20 and CMP-30 – better communication with
tablet and Co., thanks to iOS-Bluetooth functionality
Citizen has equipped its CMP-20 and CMP-30 printers with expanded
functionality for communication with iOS devices, such as iPhones and
iPads. With the MFi-certified Bluetooth you now offer your customers in
logistics and in the field a new comfortable way to print directly on-site.
The new functionality closes an important market gap in the integration
of mobile devices with printers. Citizen printers are already capable of
connecting with Apple handhelds via Wi-Fi, with the condition though
that the user is within range of an accessible Wi-Fi network. Effective
immediately, Citizen mobile printers feature Bluetooth chips which communicate with Apple devices, thus setting a new standard in functionality
and user-friendliness.

»Citizen makes available an SDK – a Software Development Kit – so that
an app developer can quickly and easily integrate the CMP printers,«
declared Jörk Schüßler, European Marketing Manager of Citizen Systems
Europe. »A good developer can get the print functionality up and running
in half an hour with our SDK. To do this, the developer only needs to add
a print functionality to the app. In the AppStore you will find a demo app
for simple testing of the functionality.«
The new Citizen iOS Bluetooth functionality for the CMP-20 and CMP-30
printers once again delivers proof of Citizen's goal to offer optimum performance and functionality combined with outstanding customer service.
Learn more today from your sales representative – simply call!

Citizen also offers valuable support in quickly integrating the feature.
Users will be informed about the necessary preparations and may exploit
the new possibilities in full.

MFi-certified
it
Software Development K

www.jarltech.com

TOP OFFERS
START-UP MADE EASY

Metapace T-25
»Affordable POS printer for
quick start-up – also for ECRs«
•	Print speed of up to 250 mm/sec.
• For receipts up to 80 mm wide
• Large paper supply for less roll changes
•	Complete package with drivers, cables,
power supply, etc.

 F
IRST DEMO UNIT AT
HALF PRICE

» MARKETING PACKAGE «

INCLUDED FREE OF CHARGE

Offer valid until 31 August 2014 while supplies last,
and cannot be combined with other special offers.

All offers are for resellers only, are non-binding and subject to correction.
Prices exclude VAT, images are similar, errors and misprints excepted.

www.jarltech.com
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DESIGNED TO …
Your new knowledge base for Motorola Solutions
Starting now use the new Motorola Solutions portal Designed to …
Utilise this platform to access numerous sales tools and materials: videos,
user reports, product comparisons and presentations, and much more.

Discover it now at www.motorolasolutions.com

Multi-Touch

Multi-Functional

IntelliTouch

High Quality

Design

iTouch

Zero-bezel

Point of Sale
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AccuTouch

With Elo desktop monitors you get

ONLY THE BEST ON
THE TABLE
In your hand you hold what your customers will put on their table. Go for the round-the-clock
working desktop touchscreens from the market leader Elo Touch Solutions – for POS, info
points and self-service solutions, digital signage, loyalty and bonus systems. The standard
3-year warranty also ensures for more security in 24/7 operation.
For more information about the desktop touchmonitors from Elo Touch Solutions visit
www.elotouch.com
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Managing tens
of millions of
parcels every day
worldwide,
with eyes closed.

Regardless of the size of your warehouse, how many items
you control, or how many shipments you manage, Datalogic
can help you achieve more.
PowerScan PM9500: Ruggedized area imager with
Datalogic Star 2.0 Cordless SystemTM for manufacturing and
warehouse management applications.
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